1. I call the subjects of this study ''colored travelers,'' a term that antebellum activists used to describe black people who frequently traversed public space and relied on public conveyances. ''Colored'' is an apt descriptor because black activists in the nineteenth century consciously chose it to signal racial unity. The term appeared at least as early as 1829 when black Bostonian David Walker, one of the most influential activists of the period, harnessed it in the title of his anti-slavery manifesto, Appeal . . . to the Coloured Citizens of the World. In 1830, black leaders in New York also used it when they named the Colored Convention movement in order to assert black consensus in the quest for U.S. citizenship. Of course, the term ''colored'' was not uncomplicated because it also announced class standing. In 1837, when Easton noted that ''colored travellers'' were under white siege in public space, he was expressing something specific about the travelers' race, their respectability, and their activism. On the use of the word ''colored, ' In the antebellum United States, colored travelers were acutely aware that travel at home-not the houses in which they lived, but the streets, towns, and cities they traversed-was fundamentally inhospitable. Going out in public meant confronting the verbal assault ''nigger.'' This single word-nigger-captured the magnitude of anti-black feeling and was unleashed upon free people as they moved through urban space, rode public vehicles, and even ventured abroad. For free African Americans, independent travel within their hometowns and beyond was stressful, dangerous, and sometimes deadly. The ubiquity of the word nigger illuminated the limits of their freedom. Despite the fact that by 1800 Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts were ostensibly free states and between 1780 and 1804 New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey passed a series of gradual abolition laws to end enslavement, the institution still left an indelible mark in the region. Without the racial control that slavery ensured, anti-black violence increased in the 1820s North. Prior to the 1770s, the labels nigger and slave were interchangeable, each describing an actual social category of involuntary black laborers. As African Americans became free in the North, however, nigger latched on like a shackle. White Americans of all classes and ages hissed out the word, branding free black people as foul smelling, unproductive, licentious, and unfit for self-rule. By the 1820s, blackness, not slavery, marked people of color as occupying a fixed social class. Most significantly, the word nigger became a slur in conversation with black social aspiration. In the early nineteenth century, a small but influential black middle class-a group characterized by education and activism, not necessarily prosperity-began to defy their prescribed roles as laborers. They asserted their right to equal access to the goods and services designed for public consumption, including entrée into vehicles of transportation, theaters, taverns, and inns. To prevent such freedom of mobility, nigger emerged as a weapon of racial containment, a barometer against which to measure the increasingly rigid boundaries of whiteness and a mechanism used to police and cleanse public space. Colored travelers such as Hosea Easton, David Walker, Frederick Douglass, J. W. C. Pennington, William Wells Brown, and Harriet Jacobs used the word nigger in their lectures and literary productions to expose and protest the complex relationship they had with the place they called home. An etymology of the word from descriptor to epithet shows how and why black activists designated it a verbal symbol of U.S. racial repression, even as African American laborers continued to use it. Indeed, the word became virulent precisely because black laborers integrated it into their own vocabularies, a practice that is an understudied and overlooked aspect of African American history. In other words, the label carried so much discursive weight because black laborers spoke it, self-identified as such, and by so doing, subverted notions of race and class identity in the United States. In turn, whites disavowed the word's traceable European origins, and by the 1820s largely used it to mock black speech. They placed the onus of black subordination on black people themselves, using African American vernacular to make inequality appear both logical and natural. When the transatlantic abolitionist movement was underway by the 1830s, black activists unmasked the venomous dialectics of nigger. They elevated the word to epithet, uttering it publicly with reluctance and only to demonstrate the oppressive inequality and political hypocrisy endemic to the country of their birth. 3. The work of cultural theorist Raymond Williams informs my thinking about how to define a word as controversial as nigger. Williams argues that people make ''explicit and implicit connections'' that inform meanings and the definitions are more often than not ''inextricably bound up with the problems [the word] was A note on the term: In this essay, I have not bracketed the word nigger with quotation marks. It was a point with which I grappled considerably. In part, this is because, as I argue throughout, the violence of the word is directly connected to the fact that when northern whites spoke it, they largely imagined they were quoting black people. Likewise, when black activists later uttered the word themselves, they imagined they were quoting white racists. Therefore, quotation marks would have indicated what was true, that many who spoke the word in the nineteenth century did so reflectively, to emulate the vocabulary of someone else. Yet, in the twenty-first century those same quotation marks are used to set the word nigger apart from other words, to flag it as one that is offensive, a word that no respectable person would dare to speak. Flanking the word in ''scare quotes'' creates a barrier meant to protect the reader or to signal the squeamishness of the writer who would have chosen any other word if only she or he could. Most significantly, the quotation marks also indicate a presumption. Using them suggests that we all know exactly what this word means. It is my contention, however, that we should not be so sure. For the same reason, although I will never personally speak the word in a public forum, opting instead for the colloquial (and admittedly fraught) phrase, ''the n-word,'' I choose here not to replace the actual word with the popular surrogate because it too supposes an agreed-upon history and understanding, one that I hope this article challenges. 4 being used to discuss.'' In the U.S. context, nigger was profoundly tied to ideas about slavery, race, labor, gender, and class. Speaking about the word without considering these factors obscures its real meanings. The best place to begin a conversation about the term nigger is in the late 1820s, a moment when it already reverberated with white belonging and black exile. Yet, to presume the word was always and had only ever been a slur misses the point of its virulence. Instead, it was a word with multiple vantage points, a word whose meanings were complicated by the race and class of the person who spoke it. This is a fact exemplified by a close look at how David Walker used it in his famous 1829 manifesto Appeal . . . to the Coloured Citizens of the World. Walker, a free man of color who penned his abolitionist pamphlet when he lived in Boston, used his writing as a forum to indict U.S. whites for slavery and their demeaning treatment of free people of color in the North. In the scope of his writing, he invoked the word nigger four times, twice in the body of the work and twice in separate footnotes. Walker's most familiar description confirms what modern readers already know. The word, he said, had Latin roots and had once designated ''inanimate beings . . . such as soot, pot, wood, house, &c,'' as well as animals. But Walker argued that by 1829, it had become the purview of U.S. whites who spat it out at ''Africans, by way of reproach for our colour, to aggravate and heighten our miseries, because they have their feet on our throats.'' With this description, Walker signaled that nigger had become a powerful antiblack epithet, whites used it with intention, and its essence could only be illuminated through the use of a violent metaphor.
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Even as Walker's definition of nigger held whites solely accountable for its usage, when the word surfaced three more times in the pamphlet, each instance inadvertently revealed that black people used the word too. In one instance, the black abolitionist blurted it after a several-page long diatribe. In his typical radical style, he debunked the prevailing white notion that a black man who sought equality, in truth, wanted nothing more than to pursue a sexual relationship with a white woman. Walker found such a proposition preposterous and, to prove his point, raged that any black man who wanted to marry a white woman ''just because she was white, ought to be treated by her as he surely will be, VIZ: as a NIGER[sic]!!!!'' At first glance, it seems Walker was simply repeating the language of anti-black whites. If you fetishize whiteness, he declared, you 5. Walker, Walker's Appeal, 61n (emphasis original).
deserve to be treated as badly as you will. But whether ironically or not, Walker also unabashedly conjured an image of subservience to rebuke black men who sought intimacy with white women. In so doing, he, himself, called those black men niggers. 6 It might sound jarring to modern ears to hear a nineteenth-century black intellectual use nigger unapologetically, but two final illustrations from the pamphlet show that Walker was not the only person of color to do so. Walker devoted a large section of the provocative manifesto to analyzing the effects of slavery's trauma on African-descended people. He argued that one of the most debilitating aspects of this trauma was that it caused some African American men and women to openly resist a militant strategy for change. These were black folks who Walker dubbed the ''ignorant ones;'' they were people he believed were satisfied, not with slavery necessarily, but with its legacy, calling themselves ''free and happy'' in the face of their ''wretchedness.'' In the South they were slaves; in the North, they worked in service to whites without complaint, he thought, shoe shining, barbering, and laundering. To demonstrate this subservience, Walker said he met an enslaved man in North Carolina he quoted as saying, ''a Nigar [sic], ought not to have any more sense than enough to work for his master.'' Walker saw this particular selfnaming as demeaning and obsequious. In an attempt to rectify such ignorance, Walker urged his proselytes to educate black laborers, particularly in the North. He also warned that their conversion would not be an easy one. It seemed, the ignorant ones did not think of themselves as such and instead defied and dismissed other people of color who insisted they were. Walker cautioned, ''when you speak to them for their own good, and try to enlighten their minds, [they] laugh at you, and perhaps tell you plump to your face, that they want no instruction from you are any other Niger [sic] . '' 7 In this instance, when the black northerners Walker tried to educate conjured the word nigger, they deployed it as a social leveler. It was as 6. Ibid., 11. 7. On Walker's argument that the trauma of enslavement had a long-lasting impact on people of color, see Sterling Stuckey, These questions remain unanswered because, even though David Walker's Appeal offers just one of many instances in which African Americans used the word nigger in the nineteenth century, scholars have yet to fully analyze this practice. The idea that nigger was a seminal antiblack term that gained virulence as a slur in the 1820s and 1830s is a fact upon which scholars agree. Cultural theorists such as Randall Kennedy and Jabari Asim and, for the early nineteenth century, historians David Roediger and Patrick Rael, have done marvelous work demonstrating that white northerners became invested in wielding the word precisely at the moment when gradual abolition and emancipation began to free people of color in the North. Moreover, in an important observation, Rael even argues that by the end of the antebellum period middleclass whites and some southern gentleman refused to use the word, not because they were anti-racists, but because they recognized nigger as the vocabulary of the lower classes. If Rael is correct that white people of a certain class felt too superior to utter (or at least to admit to uttering) the word, it seems more likely that their aversion stemmed from African American usage rather than that of vulgar whites. Nevertheless, because scholars have shied away from the discussion, questions remain about the process by which nigger transformed from a harsh descriptor to violent epithet. Perhaps they fear that highlighting black usage might detract from social histories that foreground black agency and resistance. Notwithstanding scholarly reticence on the subject, there is ample evidence to suggest that from at least the eighteenth century, if not before, nigger was a multifaceted and complex part of black English that some people of color, most notably black laborers, used to refer to themselves and other African Americans. That black people spoke the word is substantiated in the sources by the observations of white Europeans who visited the United States in the early nineteenth century. This is a fact that has posed an intellectual problem for scholars because these travelers interpreted black usage as yet another example of servility, obsequiousness, and backwardness. These observers claim to have ''frequently'' overheard people of color calling out to each other, ''you niggar,'' on southern plantations and in northern cities alike. Each time, the white listener believed she or he had heard an instance of ''unbounded insolence and tyranny,'' or that black people who spoke it were striving to ''imitate their superiors.'' These foreign witnesses asserted that nigger was the vocabulary of white supremacy and that African Americans who used it attempted, however failingly, to cross into a social space reserved for whites. 10 Scholars, in turn, have tended to interpret the black use of nigger much as the nineteenth-century foreign observers had: African American speakers were simply adopting the language of the oppressor and thus mimicking Anglo American racial conventions in the process. In turn, scholars have glossed over, justified, or condemned this behaviorcalling black usage a sign of affection at its best or of class arrogance or counterrevolutionary ignorance at its worst. In his important book on who can and cannot say the ''n-word,'' Jabari Asim even asserts that antebellum African Americans who used the word were playing ''into the hands of those who opposed their cause.'' Yet, as the writings of Walker attest, the black use of nigger was more complicated than one simple explanation can neatly convey. Instead of thinking of nigger purely as a word that African Americans borrowed and mimicked from white English, it is more accurate to conceptualize it as a word and a social identity that black laborers ultimately shaped for themselves.
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Of course, nigger did not start out as part of African American vocabulary. From at least 1619, when British settlers described the first twenty involuntary black laborers in Jamestown as ''Negars,'' the term emerged as a common colonial descriptor. In British North America, it flattened all African-descended workers into one racialized identity. A nigger was the property of whites, she was black, her bondage was hereditary, and it lasted in perpetuity. A nigger was a slave, a real social category that described an actual class of laborers. When whites used it, it was neither a compliment nor an epithet. It identified a recognizable, albeit degraded, group of workers.
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As black freedom began to unfold in the post-revolutionary North, however, the descriptor nigger remained steadfast. This was due in large part to the fact that involuntary labor persisted through the process of gradual abolition under the guise of indentured servitude. Yes, the legislatures of Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire ended slavery before 1800, but five other northern states-Rhode Island, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey-passed a series of convoluted gradual abolition laws that honored the rights of northern slaveholders and did not actually free a single slave. Rather these lawmakers freed the children of slaves, but only after the child served a protracted labor contract. This is a liminal status that historian Joanne Melish aptly calls ''statutory slavery.'' These contracts usually lasted from birth until a person's mid-twenties. 13 The categories slave and indentured servant were so tightly entangled that some indentured servants found little difference between their own status and that of enslavement. James Mars, an indentured servant from Connecticut who was born to enslaved parents in 1790 and thus technically free, entitled his 1868 narrative Life of James Mars: A Slave Born and Sold in Connecticut. He detailed a life that mirrored the experiences of enslaved people on antebellum plantations including harsh punishments, separation from family, and threat of sale. According to common parlance, someone like Mars would have been referred to as a nigger because, as a black involuntary laborer, he was one. Black intellectuals did not take issue with this casual usage. Walker's angry name-calling suggested that he too recognized nigger as a degraded social class, although he was emphatic that he did not belong to it. In 1837, Hosea Easton, the black minister from Connecticut, also acknowledged that nigger described an actual social category, explaining that ''the term in itself, would be perfectly harmless, were it used only to distinguish one class of society from another.'' The problem, he argued, was that whites used the word indiscriminately to group involuntary workers such as Mars into a single social category along with black professionals and activists like himself.
14 Other people of color claimed the word as their own, even as folks such as Walker and Easton bemoaned its use as a single racialized social class. For these African American laborers, at some point during the British North American colonial period, nigger became part of their vocabulary. It was a word that belonged to a group of people who understood that their claims to the United States as a home were impossible, even as they were born, toiled, loved, suffered, struggled, survived, and died within its topography of slavery and violence. It was a viable identification that imagined a community larger than an individual's immediate social networks and extending throughout the Atlantic world and across the diaspora. It is vital to think of nigger as part of a black vocabulary, rather than just a word and a form of violence thrust upon Africandescended people. Doing so helps to explain its vitriol-as opposed to less damaging racialized terms such as ''slave,'' ''African,'' ''darky,'' ''black,'' or ''sable.'' But perhaps even more crucially, understanding the history of the word helps unlock the secret of its undeniable staying power in the vocabulary of African Americans into the twenty-first century.
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At the root of both the word's discursive endurance and also its perpetual violence is the fact that in American English nigger diverged and developed more than one meaning, demonstrating how important language was to African American cultural development. In his discussion of colonial South Carolina, historian Peter Wood argues that enslaved people faced a ''trauma of verbal isolation'' that encouraged them to quickly acquire a common language in which they adopted some English words, but also retained African ones. Historian John Thornton contends this common language was a lingua franca that fostered commerce and social interaction between people in the Atlantic world of multiple ethnic backgrounds. Even while a broken English allowed for a common mode of communication between African-descended people and sailors, overseers, and slaveholders, nevertheless, as historian Michael Gomez asserts, this language and its vocabulary was never neutral. Gomez contends that when an enslaver forced an enslaved African to ''repeat words associated with his captors'' and ''embrace concepts which further concretized his condition of social death,'' the enslaved person came to realize that language was, in fact, a political weapon. As an act of subversion, enslaved people responded by making the cadence and meanings of the master's language their own. In this respect, the black use of nigger is just one example of what historian Shane White refers to as black ''style.'' That is, ''the process by which objects . . . are taken from dominant culture and given a new meaning in the context of subculture.'' According to White, one of these objects was language. Thus nigger emerged as a significant part of a lingua franca among African-descended people in the Atlantic world.
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As a result of this kind of African and African American cultural adaptation, the word nigger developed with distinctly different meanings depending on the speaker or the conversation. The scope and tenor of these meanings quickly diverged to reflect how Anglo Americans felt 16 about enslaved people on the one hand and how enslaved people felt about themselves on the other. African Americans built their own meanings around the word nigger, and outsiders found these meanings opaque. The black use of nigger beguiled white listeners. Indeed, African Americans kept the true significance of nigger hidden in plain view. 17 This is not an attempt to oversimplify the intentions of every black person every time she or he uttered the word nigger. At times, black usage indicated subservience or even class hierarchy. Certainly Walker used it to demean black men interested in interracial marriage. But in other instances, the word nigger disguised a range of complex meanings and intentions: When addressing whites it might signal respect or manipulation or dissemblance; when addressing other African Americans it could signal reproach, but more often it indicated a shared social identity. Indeed, as scholars such as James Scott and Darlene Clark Hine argue, interpreting the ''hidden transcript'' of a deferent-seeming people necessitates a careful listen to the low hum buzzing beneath the dominant discourse. Consider the possibility that when African Americans spoke the word nigger to each other, they did so to articulate a sense of place within a land that was not their own.
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Identifying nigger as a significant part of the vocabulary and cultural identity of black laborers is not simply speculative, but comes from several sources including the writings of black activists, the 1930s WPA interviews of former slaves, and southern and northern slave songs. The most prolific contemporary evidence, however, exists in anti-black cultural productions that gained momentum as a source of entertainment in the North in the late 1770s and 1780s. These pieces mock the black usage of nigger and in so doing demonstrated that whites were disturbed by the practice. As proto-blackface productions, they were the ancestors of antebellum minstrelsy. But unlike the stage performances that became popular in the 1830s, this blackface was of a literary variety and usually came in the form of letters to the editor in almanacs and newspapers. Editors of these publications purported either to have received an authentic letter from an African American or one from a bystander who overheard and recorded verbatim an exchange with a white and black person or between two or more persons of color. The satirists who wrote them portrayed African American subjects who were almost invariably masculine, speaking in broken English, belying their slave roots. Since these were caricatured performances, historians such as Shane White and Joanne Melish in their studies of New York and New England, respectively, continue to debate the value of relying on them as a source for real black speech. Whether or not, as scholars argue, the blackface literary productions were authentic renderings of African American speakers or a reflection of an increasingly fixed post-revolutionary racial ideology, they reveal, at the very least, that white Americans were troubled by what the African American use of nigger conveyed.
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Each purported letter or anecdote illuminated white anxieties about 19 . I focused my analysis on eighteenth-and nineteenth-century newspapers, but it is important to note that Shane White argues that newspapers offer insight into the thinking of mostly urban folks during the period. Almanacs, a source White preferred, were more likely to illuminate rural and non-elite thinking. See White, Somewhat More Independent, 66-69. It might be helpful to note that some of the anti-black humor that White cites in almanacs appeared first in newspapers. For example, White tells of an 1807 anecdote in which an enslaved man named Quash from New Jersey hates hard work and complains ''he poor negar man mus worke so hard, and massa do noting.'' The anecdote appeared earlier in The Daily Advertiser (New York), June 17, 1789. That the joke is repeated twenty years later demonstrates the longevity of the anti-black humor. It also shows how U.S. whites had inserted the word nigger into imaginary African Americans before the nineteenth century. One of the earliest examples of blackface literary production appeared in 1747 in The New York Gazette, which reprinted a supposedly authentic letter sent to a London-based slaveholder from an enslaved man he owned in Herring Bay, Maryland, named ''Toby.'' Writing in broken English, ''Toby'' told the enslaver, that all was well, except that Sue, presumably an enslaved woman on the plantation, and an old horse were dead. ''Toby'' signed the letter ''from yure oal Negur. ' African American freedom and social mobility in the revolutionary age. The satirists often articulated their fear of black freedom through the incongruous use of the word nigger. On the one hand, the usage signaled the faux letter-writer's obsequiousness. On the other, it drew its black characters as sly and suggested that white listeners were suspicious of the outward subservience of black English, especially given the searing critiques in the letters that addressed topics such as slavery, property ownership, politics, and labor. The following examples all hail from northern newspapers. Therefore, it is important to note that when editors published them, slavery was still practiced in the North. In a letter written to the editor of Worcester's Massachusetts Spy in 1788, ''Sambo'' described himself as a ''poer negar,'' but he was also a landowner (see Figure 1 ). Although the satirist attributed the letter to a barely literate man, the subject dealt with how a swindler stole Sambo's property and also how Sambo proposed that the governor of Massachusetts should reimburse him for the theft. Of course, black people had little recourse in the Massachusetts courts and even less of a chance of communicating with the governor, so the suggestion itself was part of the humor. At the same time, the very mention of such a gesture hints at the anxiety that whites harbored about the prospect of black freedom, property ownership, and political participation. The anecdote seems to ask: What happens if black people do try to use the system to benefit themselves against the interest of whites? 20 As literary reenactments of post-revolutionary black identity, these anecdotes served to authenticate a caricature of blackness and of the African American subjects who spoke the word nigger. The satirists imagined black people as innately subservient by coupling the word nigger with the adjective poor, a pointed modifier. In her discussion of white women during the revolutionary period, historian Mary Beth Norton argues that in their letters white women who were facing hard times purposely described themselves in feminized ways. To emphasize their troubles they would identify themselves as ''poor'' and ''helpless,'' while men in similar dire circumstances self-identified as ''unfortunate.'' In the blackface anecdotes, the use of poor was therefore a decidedly feminizing gesture, one meant to degrade black masculinity. Thus, in a letter published on 4 July 1789, a satirist mollified white fears of black emancipation by having a black subject called ''Cuffe'' refer to himself and others as ''poor negos.'' This particular article was a facetious response to a report in Philadelphia's Independent Gazetteer. According to Cuffe, a previous article queried how the 600,000 enslaved people in the United States felt about their plight. Signaling how whites believed black people masked their true opinions, Cuffe was unwilling to share his own feelings on slavery, but instead relayed a recent conversation he had with his friend ''Pompey.'' Pompey warned that ''by [and] by poor neger kik up a dus'' and rise up. Moreover, he said that the abolitionists taught him that the ''white man he no right to make slave de poor neger. '' 21 Certainly, part of the message here was that blacks might seem docile, but insurrection was a real possibility. But it also revealed that in the white imaginary, black people's seeming ignorance disguised dubious street smarts, which challenged the social order even as it remained a source of ridicule. In the final analysis, the anecdotes posited African Americans as unintelligible, not simply for their thickly accented speech patterns, but for the sociopolitical identities encompassed by the label nigger that rendered them homegrown foreigners.
Whereas blackface literary productions depicted African Americans who fawningly spoke the word nigger in earshot of white people, when real black people bandied it between each other the tenor was quite different. They did so in recognition of a unifying social identity, one that positioned them as outsiders in white America, but also as part of a viable inside group. At the end of this essay, I will return to Wilson's provocative title, Our Nig, and the multiple, even fractured ways in which she used the word throughout the book. For now, it is enough to note that Wilson's writing offered a rare and sympathetic glimpse into how African Americans spoke to each other. In the initial pages, Wilson imagined a conversation that took place before she was born between her real father, Jim, and his friend and landlord Pete. In the exchange between the two men, Wilson positioned nigger as both neutral and culturally specific. This was emphatically different than how she would later depict her white characters speaking the term. Wilson portrayed Jim as ''a kind-hearted African'' who was part owner of a business hooping barrels. Jim fell in love with her mother, the fallen and outcast white woman, Mag. One day, Jim was in his workshop and muttering to himself about the prospect of marrying Mag, when Pete, who was also black, startled him. Their exchange went as follows:
Jim: Where you come from, you sly nigger! Pete: Come, tell me, who is't? Mag Smith, you want to marry? Jim: Git out, Pete! And when you come in dis shop again, let a nigger know it. Don't steel in like a thief.
This brief conversation demonstrated the easy way that the term nigger fit into the African American lexicon. Jim hollered it to Pete when annoyed, but he also used it to refer to himself. The word could tease, but also express irritation and disdain. The simple interchange revealed a close relationship between the two men, a familiarity. Their use of nigger signaled a mutual recognition of a shared social identity. While Wilson placed a class designation on the word by drawing Jim as unsophisticated and uneducated, she did not give it a negative value, indicating that its meanings were contextual and versatile. the most compelling. The use of the word throughout the WPAs is worthy of further exploration and analysis. Yet, it is certainly anecdotally significant that almost 75 years after the Civil War, nigger remained a viable part of the vocabulary of many of the formerly enslaved. It is tempting to presume that in the WPAs, in which mostly white southerners interviewed former slaves in the Jim Crow South, the black informants used the word nigger to capitulate to white authority. A look at the Virginia interviews, in which most interviewers were African American, however, debunks this theory. Instead, the Virginia WPAs demonstrate that black people spoke the word (during and after enslavement) and imbued it with meanings far more complex than simply mimicking the master's language. For example, Liza Brown casually used it when she described James Harrison's property in land and people, remarking that he ''had a gra' big farm an' lots of niggers.'' On the other hand, after revealing that her father, after far too many beatings, ran away to the woods, former slave Cornelia Carney proudly announced that her father and others were never caught because ''Niggers was too smart fo' white folks to git ketched.'' That enslaved people used the term in complicated ways is exemplified by the words of Mrs. Virginia Hayes Shepherd who remembered that her enslaver allowed so much autonomy among his slaves, that ''we were called free niggers by slaves on other plantations.'' Often African Americans used the word with a distinctly subversive tone, using it in a way that encapsulated the harsh realities of slavery. This was the case when Charles Grandy told the story of how an overseer tried to steal away an enslaved man's wife, and how her husband fought to the death to protect her. Importantly, throughout the story Grandy referred to the husband as a ''colored man.'' But when the overseer wielded a gun and refused to stop shooting until the husband was dead, Grandy relayed, simply and solemnly, ''Nigger ain't got no chance.''
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The subversive qualities of the black use of nigger are also pronounced in an examination of southern slave songs. Sometimes enslaved people used the word defiantly, announcing their social differences from 24 U.S. whites. Such was the case with two secular songs that emanate a rebellious tone. In them, the character nigger was drawn as a trickster, a revered (and sometimes notorious) persona in African American folklore for his ability to win small and great victories from the enslaver. This was the same usage adopted by Cornelia Carney when she reflected triumphantly on her father's escape. These songs demonstrate how by using nigger, African Americans could openly get away with scathing cultural critiques of white supremacy and racial slavery. 25 My name is Ran, I wuks in the sand, I rather be a nigger dan a po' white man and:
Run, nigger, run, de patrollers will ketch you, Run, nigger, run, its almost day Dat nigger run, dat nigger flew; Dat nigger tore his shirt in two. 26 While each of the verses highlights a world in which nigger designated containment, neither suggests shame; rather, the word was an open acknowledgement of a shared experience that connected the singer to his audience. In the first verse, the black speaker flouted notions of white supremacy by declaring that he would rather be a slave than an impoverished white person. This was a usage echoed in the Virginia WPAs as when Charles Crawley compared his social condition to that of poor whites, and unflinchingly remarked that ''Ole Marster was mo' hard on 25 dem poor white folks den he was on us niggers.'' The second song juxtaposed the subject's captivity against his surreptitious flight; its rhythm is reminiscent of a somber chant in which still-bound slaves root for the success of a runaway. The African American trickster-who gets away with bold class analysis in the first verse and who takes his freedom in the second-was significant because of the challenge the always-male figure posed to prevailing values. Unlike the ''poor nigger'' in literary blackface, these chants restored masculinity to the subject. For black laborers the word signaled a flexible discourse that acknowledged the realities of racial identity in the Americas-including containment and servitude-but also bravado and resistance. Nigger was a laboring folk hero, one who defied notions of African American ignorance and subservience, and, was nevertheless called nigger by the people who admired him most. The usage announced that as enslaved and degraded people, African Americans could take their punches, and still develop a meaningful culture. They would make America their own.
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African Americans appropriated the word nigger in the United States, eschewing it as a mere labor category and crafting it into a social identity recognized by people of color throughout the North and South. Thus, this self-proclamation was even found in northern slave songs. The following was recorded in Ulster County, New York.
Cold, frosty morning, Nigger berry good. Wid his axe on his shoulder, And way to the wood. 28 Just as African Americans used nigger as a way to claim a unique identity as involuntary black laborers, whites developed their own version of nigger, the trajectory of which kept pace with the northern transition from slavery to freedom. Significantly, when white northerners used 27 the word, they rarely thought of it as part of their own vocabulary, but instead imagined themselves as quoting, imitating, and ventriloquizing black English. Nigger thus became an accusation that blamed African Americans for speaking the slur, and therefore, for being selfacknowledged niggers. In the early years of black emancipation, the white meaning of nigger expanded to include not just enslaved people, but all free people of color and to flag them as backward and beyond redemption. The word denounced them as people who occupied one immutable, racialized social class, one incapable of achieving real freedom and citizenship. Crucially, the existence of this re-envisioned version of nigger was necessary to define the very essence of what it meant to be white in the post-emancipation North. As historian David Roediger demonstrates, this was particularly true of white laborers in the early national period who began calling themselves ''white workers'' to highlight the fact that they were '' 'not slaves' and 'not negurs.' '' The rhetorical separation that rejected the terms ''servant'' or ''master'' was a move that both demeaned black laborers and also elevated the word nigger to a term of white working-class empowerment.
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In an effort to sustain white supremacy, as the region transitioned to freedom in the 1810s and 1820s, the legacy of slavery increasingly overshadowed all other features of black identity. Whites envisioned African Americans only within a context of their current, former, or imagined enslavement; black people were considered ''slave,'' ''free,'' or ''fugitive.'' Being identified by one's proximity to enslavement carried a special weight in the United States, as Americans predicated republicanism on independence and therefore, as historian Leslie Harris argues, ''slaves, as the property of masters, were symbolically and literally the inverse of the ideal republican citizen.'' People of color not only were not citizens; they were ''anti-citizens.'' Unfettered, African Americans were dangerous to the institution of slavery as insurrectionists and as potential liberators of the enslaved. This new, apoplectic version of nigger was more than mere namecalling. By the 1820s, it threatened real violence, especially to people of color who moved through public space independently. In particular, whites harnessed the word to prevent black geographic mobility and social aspiration. For example, in 1824 at the corner of Pearl Street and Broadway in New York City, three drunken white men attacked the African American owner of an all-night oyster house. When the black man called for the night watch, the three rowdies called out ''kill the nigger!'' after which one of the drunkards hit the black man on the head with a stone. As with other news items featuring African Americans, the article circulated outside of New York and the reporter crafted the violent episode as comedy. The tag line of the piece made fun of the owner's head injury, asserting that ''Ebony felt a fracture in his knowledge box.'' Demonstrating that such aggression was less fodder for the police blotter than material for the joke section, the incident appeared in a Nantucket newspaper under the heading, ''Light Readings. '' 31 Whites invoked nigger to claim the northern streets as their own and to warn free people of color that the northern public was not their home. Whites summoned the word to vanquish the real black people they harassed and replace them with, in the words of one scholar's apt description of another racialized labor category, ''a conglomeration of racial imaginings.'' In blackface cultural productions, white actors and humorists insisted that nigger was black-only English, depicting African Americans as the sole and original source of the word. Through this process, the portrayals imagined black people as being too ignorant and too servile to know better than to use a word designed to contain them. In a move that is hauntingly similar to the excuses whites give for using nigger in the twenty-first century, in the antebellum period, white Americans absolved themselves of the violence and rancor of the word by insisting that by calling black people nigger, they were simply repeating what African Americans said about themselves. Of course, such an assertion was disingenuous. Whites who verbally assaulted free African Americans with the epithet nigger were not reifying a shared social identity, but instead inscribing black people as un-American. Between whites of all classes, the invocation of nigger was a social contract that united white Americans along racial lines. It was the violent call to arms of regional and ultimately national belonging, and radically different from the word that blacks used among themselves.
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That whites reinvented the word nigger as black-only English was a sleight of hand that should not be underestimated. A search of digital databases of nineteenth-century newspapers demonstrates the frequency with which whites attributed the word to African Americans. From the post-revolutionary period and through the 1830s, editors and letterwriters most often published nigger with quotation marks or italics. They thus attributed the word to black speakers through literary blackface productions similar to the anecdotes that first circulated in the 1770s and 1780s. For the next half-century of blackface cultural production, white humorists placed the word nigger into the mouths of black caricatures. They did this in order to authenticate black identity. When they were not using it in mockery, they rarely wrote the word at all. 33 Within these performances, the black use of nigger was a smoking gun of African American backwardness, one that took direct aim at black people who moved through public space. To pose black citizenship as unimaginable, in hundreds of visual, theatrical and literary cultural productions of the 1820s and 1830s whites used the word nigger as a punch line to underscore racial difference. In one visual example, illustrator Edward Clay sketched a series of broadsides that juxtaposed black strivings against what he saw as a lack of black social etiquette in his ''Life in Philadelphia'' series. The series was so popular that artists in New York and London emulated Clay in depicting humorous, anti-black broadsides. Presumably the artist observed each of the interactions he mocked in an urban, usually public milieu. Dated circa 1830, plate ࠻14 of his collection specifically expressed a gendered anxiety about black upward mobility through the incongruous presence of a black woman, typically burdened by domestic chores, engaging in middle-class pursuits (see Figure 2 ). In this case, the woman and her male companion were browsing in a milliner's shop at the very moment that Philadelphia was in the process of building a consumer culture; in 1827 merchants built the first mall-like retail structure in the city. The woman's shopping partner was a financially flush African American gentleman called ''Frederick Augustus,'' a grand name for a former slave, and thus a source of comedy. Despite their show of wealth, the couple was outrageously overdressed and so uncultured as to bring a dog into the store. Images such as this one asserted that economic achievement, rather than diffusing African American ignorance, merely afforded black people the resources to become a greater public nuisance. 34 Significantly, at the same time that Clay's ''Life in Philadelphia'' series belittled people of color for their social aspiration, it also revealed that African Americans, particularly those in Philadelphia, were developing a well-recognized and formidable political and public culture. Such people posed a considerable threat to prevailing ideas about race and place, and, in the series, Clay's use of nigger was retaliatory against black people who impeded upon public space. In ࠻14, the woman asked Frederick Augustus if he liked the oversized bonnet she tried on. He scoffed, ''I don't like him no how, [because] dey hide you lubly face, so you cant tell one she nigger from anoder.'' There are multiple levels to the intended humor here. The caricature played upon the notion of nigger as an inescapable social class by asserting that African Americans were so incapable of individuation that not even a person of color could discern one from another. Most significantly, the commentary challenged black claims of masculinity that depended upon the femininity of black women. By having the male figure refer to this woman by the animalizing phrase ''she nigger,'' the caricature insinuated that black men were responsible for contradicting the possibility of black lady-hood. Unable to create the necessary circumstances to allow for the black woman's social elevation, and even disparaging the woman in the process, Frederick Augustus denigrated himself, thus proving that no amount of riches could unmake a nigger. 35 In another Edward Clay piece from 1829, also from the ''Life in Philadelphia'' series, the artist used the word nigger to explicitly ridicule the geographic mobility of free people of color, especially those who hoped to vacate the category nigger (see Figure 3) . Entitled ''A Dead Cut,'' in this sketch, a bootblack recognizes an old friend, Caesar, a colored traveler who has just returned to Philadelphia after a visit in New York. The depiction mocks the idea that such travel could be transformative for black people as well as any black claims of social and economic aspiration. It also finds its humor by imagining African American class snobbery as ridiculous. When the bootblack shakes hands with Caesar, Caesar refuses to recognize the man. Caesar not only tells him he is mistaken, but insults him by calling him a ''black man!'' A woman traveling with Caesar, presumably his wife, dressed in an outfit that belies her race and class roots, takes the verbal assault one step further. She asks her husband what the ''imperdent [impertinent and impudent] nigger'' means. The woman's malapropism, the scope of the racial indictment, and the use of the word nigger are profound. The caricature asserts that not only are black folks silly for even trying to rise socially, but it also accuses the aspirational ones of being the very people who most demean lower class blacks, ostensibly absolving whites for the same. It is antiblack ventriloquism at its finest that had far-reaching impact. Hosea Easton complained that the circulation of broadsides such as this one plastered the windows of popular bookstores, and the ceilings of barrooms and public houses were sometimes ''literally covered with them. '' 36 Blackface representations lampooned African American social aspiration, but they also cautioned against unrestrained black geographic mobility. This new iteration of anti-black cultural productions was largely a response to black freedom in the North and the interracial abolitionist movement. When African Americans and whites founded the immediate abolition movement in 1831, it garnered a swift and negative reaction. Between 1833 and 1837, white mobs assailed African Africans and white abolitionists across the North, a demonstration of aggression that included 35 riots against abolitionists in the summer of 1835 alone. Anti-abolitionists burned schools, pelted activists with eggs, beat people to a pulp, and shot at least one white abolitionist dead. Anti-black cultural productions joined the anti-abolitionist fervor. The most famous of these was the stage character ''Jim Crow.'' Made famous by white actor Thomas D. Rice, Jim Crow was violent, wild, and at times brilliant, but most significantly, he was a colored traveler who abused his freedom of movement. He crisscrossed the North and South, wreaking havoc along the way. Black sexual desire was palpable in Jim Crow's travels as it was with other minstrel characters of the period. Male figures were overtly sexual and full of bravado, and female figures were highly promiscuous and fickle (see Figure 4) . This was evidenced in songs such as ''The Nigger Wench Fight'' or the minstrel opera ''Oh Hush'' where a bootblack, a wood sawer, a coal scourer, and a chimney sweep all vied for the attentions of the ''peerless Quasha.'' According to these performances, African American bodily appetites needed strict regulation.
But de way he 'bused de Yorkers I thought was berry mean . . . But [Sambo] soon jumped up again, An 'gan for me to feel, Says I go away you niggar, Or I'll skin you like an eel.
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As a colored traveler, Jim Crow seemingly moved effortlessly throughout the United States from New Orleans, to New Jersey, to Philadelphia and New York. The innate violence and outlandish sexuality of characters such as Jim Crow ultimately endangered people of color because white audiences actually believed the social aggression enacted on stage was real. The fact that the actors on stage used the word nigger made their portrayals of black violence all the more authentic. In turn, whites could assert their own Americanness by defining themselves against the recalcitrant nigger who chased after women, landed in jail, beat up and even threatened to stab other African Americans. According to onlookers, such uncontrolled African American behavior warranted, even necessitated, white discipline. Under the guise of ventriloquism, whites reenacted anti-black aggression in public spaces and regurgitated nigger in their impromptu performances. In so doing, they sought to eliminate a free black public presence and claim the northern streets as white-only terrain.
Thus, nigger increasingly announced and symbolized the fraught relationship that free people of color had with the United States (see Figure  5 ). As historian Patrick Rael has meticulously detailed, by the 1830s, nigger emerged as such a popular epithet that whites even deployed it against other whites to signal the moral and intellectual defects of their ideological enemies. For example, white abolitionists were ''nigger lovers'' and Republicans were members of the ''nigger party.'' Those Americans who loathed northern emancipation dubbed the region the '' 'free nigger' North'' and New England, specifically, ''Free Niggerdom.'' One white abolitionist proposed a radical strategy of resistance to such attacks. In the spring of 1839, the editor of New Hampshire's Herald of Freedom, Nathaniel Peabody Rogers, defiantly exclaimed, '' 'Nigger!' 'Nigger!' The hideous epithet is glorious to us. We wear it as a plumage in our crest. We glory in the badge. . . . We covet the appellation. It is full of the deathless honor to abolitionists, but of infamy and condemnation to this land.'' In order to ameliorate the word's venom, Rogers proposed that [white] abolitionists adopt the term with pride.
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Rogers must have quickly found that his African American peers were unconvinced by the strategy of re-appropriation because Rogers soon clarified his position ''lest our frequent use of the hated word 'nigger' should have wounded our respected and beloved colored friends.'' He explained, ''We use the term to put to shame the mean and ungenerous taunters, who continue to cast it on their fellow men. We hope our colored friends will esteem it and use it as we do. It is a weapon for them now to turn upon their unmanly enemies.'' Notwithstanding his earnest enthusiasm and desire to detoxify the word and the violence that encircled it, Rogers failed to see the reality: As long as anti-black feeling proliferated in the North, nigger would never and could never mean the same thing when spoken by African Americans and by whites. When wielded as an epithet, it would always set the terms of racial inclusion and exclusion. 40 Unlike with black laborers and even white abolitionists such as Nathaniel Rogers, nigger was not an easy word for black activists to vocalize. Instead, it remained a word that not only denoted race, as the word is understood today, but also invariably class. As early as 1776, a British ex-slave, Ignatius Sancho, who lived in England showed his disdain for the word by describing himself as ''one of those people whom the vulgar and illiberal call 'Negurs.' '' Sancho's rejection of the term mirrored his social mobility out of servitude and his class aspiration. As with Sancho, when black activists abandoned the word nigger, they did so as a discursive political strategy that built upon the conscious decision to create symbolic and intellectual distance between themselves and the condition of enslavement. They discussed nigger publicly not as a unifying status, but as harmful epithet. In the very process of rejecting the word, these activists made their own overt claims to citizenship and social entrée.
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The disassociation from the word nigger was in keeping with early strategies for social and political inclusion that hinged on explicitly proving that the categories of black and slave were not interlocked social identities. Starting with a seminal speech made by enslaved New Yorker Jupiter Hammon in 1784, activists sought to combat the negative connotations of enslavement such as immorality, ignorance, and dependence. To do so, they implemented a stringent practice of gender normativity and controlled public behavior, including piety, hard work, and good manners, for the purpose of presenting African Americans as people worthy of citizenship. Far from passive, in lectures, writings, and church sermons, adherents of ''moral improvement'' emphasized the political significance of respectability when public perception of people of color was dangerously low. For example, in 1837, Samuel Cornish, editor of the African American newspaper The Colored American, grieved that whenever ''one of the baser sort of our people commit a crime . . . the cry [among whites] is the niggers! the niggers!!'' For African Americans, this version of nigger denounced racial difference as a social transgression. 42 Among African Americans, the speaking of nigger came to denote a person's class. Thus, black writers rarely developed characters who spoke the word. When they did draw such characters, it was meant to highlight the writer's own social elevation. Usually former slaves themselves, these authors depicted the utterance of nigger as the insular vocabulary of people constrained by bondage, but also by a lack of worldly sophistication. As with Harriet Wilson, the word emerged as a marker of class difference among people of color. the tragedy of racial supremacy, wherein he critiqued color consciousness within enslaved communities. In one passage, Brown portrayed a privileged group of slaves who disparaged darker skinned laborers as niggers. In another, a darker skinned worker proudly declared in reference to himself: ''Dis nigger is no countefit; he is de genewine artekil.'' The word was multidimensional; it emitted contempt in one moment and audacity in the next-yet in either case, its usage marked the speaker's lower-class standing. In her 1861 autobiography, self-liberated woman Harriet Jacobs likewise utilized the word nigger to infuse the language of her most provincial black characters in her narrative, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. In just two examples, an enslaved woman ''Betty'' assisted Jacobs in her 1835 escape, promising:
If dey did know whar you are, dey won't know now. Dey'll be disapinted dis time. Dat's all I got to say. If dey comes rummaging 'mong my tings, dey'll get one bressed sarssin from dis 'ere nigger. 43 Later, while awaiting an inspection of the premises by a slaveholder, ''Betty'' cursed him and his family, saying, ''Dis nigger's too cute for 'em dis time.'' Like the black worker in Brown's novel, ''Betty's'' use of ''this nigger'' was a conspiratorial wink to punctuate her autonomy and to indicate her ability to easily outwit the slaveholder. It also marked her as just one member of a larger social identity. 44 One more example from Incidents helps illustrate the point that class was a paramount factor in the black use of nigger. The character of Linda Brent (Jacobs's pseudonym and alter-ego in the memoir) only uses the word nigger once in the entire book and to pointed effect. To allay her grandmother's fears about the enslaver who relentlessly pursued her and to underscore his impotency, Linda assured her grandmother, ''The mayor of Boston won't trouble himself to hunt niggers for Dr. Flint.'' Even though Linda used the word facetiously to dismiss her pursuer, ultimately, Jacobs and other black authors painted nigger as the vocabulary of a degraded social standing and a debased people. These writers acknowledged nigger as a viable social category, but most emphatically one to which they, as free people of a certain social class, did not belong. By thus adopting a politics of respectability, they made their own claims to the United States as home. 45 Clashes arose when activists imposed their vision of social identity and national belonging on black laborers in the North. Indeed, as the invocation of nigger attests, black workers also had a political consciousness and desired liberation, but did not necessarily believe that an adoption of middle-class respectability would deliver them from their poverty or social ostracism. Most dramatically, conflicts between the classes centered on public behavior and presentations of blackness. Advocates of moral improvement urged ''respectable'' men not to visit grog shops and ''frolics'' because public drinking, in particular, was ''more ruinous to the lower class of our colour, than any other vice.'' At the same time, African American laborers pushed back against respectability politics and continued to assert that their own jobs, values, and social identities were valid. An 1827 editorial in the first African American newspaper Freedom's Journal told the story of a black woman, ''Mrs. G,'' who described some black families as snobs who lived beyond their means. Suggesting that some working-class folks saw formal education as a barrier to racial unity, Mrs. G confessed the she found black people aspiring to attain middle-class success to be ''too great for me, they have too much learning.'' Between middle-class blacks and the laboring poor, the speaking of nigger was yet another fault line upon which intra-racial class conflict played out. For elite African Americans, nigger came to signify a concerted assault against free people of color in public space. Therefore, by the late 1830s, transatlantic black abolitionists began using the word in their writings and speeches to emphasize their growing sense of alienation at home. This was a strategic maneuver meant to lay rhetorical claims to the country of their birth. These black activists exposed the word's vitriol, debunked the frivolity it conveyed in blackface performance and told a community of international abolitionists how nigger encapsulated African American degradation and white supremacy in the United States. In an 1843 lecture before the World Slavery Conference in London, black abolitionist J. W. C. Pennington outlined the myriad impediments that confronted newly freed African Americans in their quest for equality and citizenship. But before he launched into his discussion, Pennington described what he felt was a commonly held belief in ''all countries'' that free African-descended people were destined to remain niggers because they stubbornly refused to better themselves. He showed the particular dominance of such thinking in the United States by provocatively quoting a stanza he heard from a ''Jim Crow'' performance: ''Do what you will, the nigger will be a nigger still.'' Lest his international audience believe that such language was only the purview of white workers and not gentlemen, Pennington made plain the multi-class appeal of such cruel prejudice. He confessed that he often heard ''from the lips of respectable white people'' the following, ''Take a nigger, cut off his head, boil him, broil him, throw him into an oven, roast him, he will be a nigger still.'' 47 Reluctantly, Pennington repeated the verses to expose the racism beneath the comic façade of anti-black humor. His examples powerfully detailed the disingenuousness of white racism that accused African Americans themselves for occupying the reviled social status of nigger. He made clear that nigger was not simply a benign word that black laborers used, but a unique American racial profanity. His repetition showed how each childish-sounding rhyme belied a vicious mode of thinking. The verses addressed an invisible white person who exasperatedly tried to dislodge a black person from his slave roots, but to no avail.
Despite this white person's valiant efforts, an African American was still a nigger. Indeed, under this logic, the social class nigger was not only the fault of people of color, but it was also immutable by black design. Moreover, black people's belligerent poverty and ignorance entitled whites to meet them with aggression. As revealed by the casually cannibalistic language of the second poem, violence crackled around the edges of the accusation nigger. It rendered the black body unsafe from such brutalities as beatings and dismemberment. By insisting that the word was white-only speech and an anti-democratic epithet, Pennington broadcasted its ubiquity, its violence, and the obstruction it caused to African American mobility in his rightful home.
In an effort to situate themselves as a people with legitimate political and social claims to the United States, activists such as Pennington publicly enacted a type of literary and discursive ''white face'' in which they too ventriloquized the word nigger. Like their white American counterparts, they spoke and wrote the word to quote their enemies, branding it as white-only English. Importantly, the stakes were high for international black activists to speak the word nigger, even for the sake of exposing white racism. By doing so, they chanced being categorized as part of the immutable social class out of which they aspired to rise. Therefore, among early activists, the word was verboten. It did not appear in the first African American newspaper Freedom's Journal that ran from 1827 to 1829, nor was it credited to a black activist in The Liberator until the mid-1830s. The reluctance of early activists to repeat the word brings into stark relief the magnitude of David Walker's use of the word in his 1829 Appeal. When Frederick Douglass traveled to the British Isles from 1845 to 1847, he engaged in a rare instance of using the word casually. He wrote to white Boston abolitionist Francis Jackson that ''It is quite an advantage to be a 'nigger' here.'' He went on to describe that he was not quite black enough for the British, but as long as he kept his hair ''wooly,'' he could ''pass for at least a half a negro at any rate.'' Yet, even as he playfully conjured the familiar pejorative in his letter, he made sure to use quotation marks to indicate that he was quoting U.S. whites and/or racist Britons. By the 1840s, colored travelers such as Pennington and Douglass strategically used the word nigger in their writings and speeches, arguing that in the United States people of color were not somehow uniquely constituted for enslavement and containment. Instead, they asserted that white Americans demeaned and alienated black people through the ideology that nigger represented. Transatlantic abolitionists consistently linked the white use of the word to attacks on black social mobility. In his famous 1845 Narrative, Douglass depicted the word as a representative of racial violence and oppression, demonstrating one memorable instance when his enslaver spewed the word nigger several times to prevent Douglass's education. When Douglass traveled to the British Isles, he passionately detailed how whites in the United States deployed the word nigger to obstruct independent black movement, especially at the thresholds of public space. In a letter from Ireland to white abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison in 1846, Douglass made clear that slavery was not the sole cause of his consistent alienation. He told how in the North both poor and middle-class whites seethed at the prospect of his inclusion in an array of public venues, including steamships, omnibuses, stagecoaches, inns, zoos, and lyceums. Describing the ''fiendish hate'' he confronted as a man of color attempting to navigate the antebellum North, Douglass repeated nine times the fierce mantra of his white countrymen, ''we don't allow niggers in here. '' 49 Ultimately, black activists made it known internationally that the word nigger and all it represented was a central dictum in the development of African American social identity in the United States, particularly in the North. They reiterated that nigger was what home sounded and looked like. Whether laborers of color incorporated the word into their own vocabulary to signal a shared social experience or middle-class activists brandished it as a sword to fight slavery and prejudice, nigger was a constant companion. Its virulence was a nasty mockery of the culture that people of color built for themselves in the post-revolutionary United the word into their anti-racism strategies. Similarly, it was not until 1834 that an African American male was quoted as having imitated the epithet nigger in his speech. See The Liberator (Boston), June 28, 1834. States. In the 1830s, when blackface cultural productions reached their height of popularity and white parents used nigger as a centerpiece for anti-black instruction, the word gained a violence and omnipresence from which it has never recovered. Nevertheless, when colored travelers used it, they did so to insist that, despite white attempts to exile and banish them, the United States was still their home. They exposed nigger and the sentiment it fostered as impediments to their freedom. By presenting themselves internationally as gentlemen and ladies who reluctantly conjured the word to unmask white racism, they made nigger the verbal symbolic of their ostracism in the country of their birth.
A final word about nigger. Not all African American laborers built a healthy social identity around the black version of nigger, tellingly demonstrating that home remained a dangerous, fraught, and unwelcoming place even after the transatlantic abolitionists traveled abroad. Not all black activists in the North were people who had the opportunity or the resources to escape slavery, involuntary labor, or poverty and thereby transcend the repression of the word nigger. Certainly, only a limited number of activists ever acquired the patronage to travel at all, let alone to foreign shores. For those who reviled the white racism that nigger symbolized but lacked the capital and/or wherewithal to move independently, nigger came to represent their lack of options and the very real fact of their containment. Harriet Wilson was one of these people. Driven by poverty, disability, homelessness, and motherhood, she self-published the book Our Nig to raise money for herself and her child. While the autobiographical work showed how the word signified a shared social identity and offered countless examples of the cruelty and violence of her white characters for using it, more importantly, it demonstrated how nigger was capable of fracturing Wilson's own self. No doubt, the book's title, Our Nig, referenced the Bellmonts' sense of ownership of the child. Yet, in a rhetorical slippage that is repeated throughout the book, the narrator interchangeably called the central character ''Frado'' and ''Nig.'' For example, when the petulant and violent Bellmont daughter moved away, the narrator commented on Frado's relief, remarking that ''Nig went as she was told, and her clear voice was heard as she went, singing in joyous notes.'' Obviously Wilson utilized the epithet to highlight the horror of her degradation, but in reiterating it, Wilson was also using the word to describe herself. The book's title page emphasizes this. Wilson did not credit the authorship of the book to herself, but instead simply to ''Our Nig'' (see Figure 6 ). Whereas the title of the book, ''Our Nig, '' was an obvious indictment of the cruel family that indentured her and the society that allowed it, by calling the author of the piece ''Our Nig,'' Wilson was doing other important work as well. Her anonymity and invisibility here announced a racial alienation that declared, despite her birthright, the white North could never fully be her home. Nor would it ever be to countless more. 50 50. Wilson, Our Nig, 81.
